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ABSTRACT
The origin of e-commerce is during 1960s, business was conducted through primitive computers. Electronic commerce
(e-commerce) is the process of trading across the internet. i.e. a buyer visits a seller’s website and makes a transaction
there. E-commerce field is dominated by those who plan to hold, foresee changes, and snatch the trend before the
competitors do. Competition is growing at a rapid pace and customers are left with plenty options to choose from. E-
retailers have to work on feedback system to know user’s experience to retain the customer.
According to e-marketer study overall retail spending is expected to reach 18.7%($4.058 trillion) by 2020.  Thus it is
expected to grow by 56% during 2015-2020. Securiy is a primary problem for e-commerce. To prohibit unauthorized
access, use, alteration or destruction many new technology based operating options are developed.
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INTRODUCTION
EBay, Flipkart, Amazon and many other such websites are known to people and thus everyone knows about
E-commerce. It includes the commercial transactions across the internet.
Products are viewed and payment is made online. In the modern e-business as the technology changes it is
vital to change transaction styles. If a firm doesn’t adapt the change, someone else would and grow to be even
better, till the former declines and latter thrives. Change in inevitable. Even though it is hard to cope with new
technology one has to adjust oneself to endure with the pace of technological changes.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The following literature review will look at the theoretical empirical issues pertaining to the study. It will
specifically look at the various options available in techno based business activity.

OBJECTIVES
1. To know the options available in e-commerce.
2. To explore the new options available in e-commerce.
3. To ascertain the technology levels in future e-commerce activities.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The proposed study mainly is descriptive in nature. It solemnly based on secondary data and information
which is collected from the concerned sources as per need of the research. The relevant books, documents of
various ministries/departments and organizations, articles, papers and web-sites are used in this study.

ADVANCEMENT IN TECHNO BASED COMMERCE
Following are the latest e-commerce technologies that will be used in future and some of them have currently
started as well:
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VIRTUAL REALITY:
It is generally arranged in garment shops, virtual mirrors are set where a customer sees and visualizes their
personality in variety of outfits without literally wearing them. The mirror has memory to store all images and
can be seen again. Such mirrors may act as robot in decision making. It may help the customer to select
suitable outfit, color, fashion, pattern etc.

DRONE DELIVERY:
Drones are used in goods delivery. Most drones have a cruising altitude of 400 feet and can fly at roughly 60
miles per hour. Radius distance varies from 10 to 15 miles away depending on the prototype and they can
generally carry packages up to 5 pounds.  In overseas country trials have been made to distribute medicines at
the destination. Thus drone enables within an hour delivery which facilitates even thickly populated areas.
These faster deliveries with a growing number of online shoppers worldwide will likely encourage more
online purchases in future.

DROID DELIVERY:
It is a small robotic machine of varying sizes and shapes which follows the commands to complete the
transaction. These move on ground on pedestrian lane and can carry load of 20 to 30 pound. These have
microphones to interact with the customers and a GPS tracking between source and destination.  Thus it is
much faster than human speed to complete the work. In overseas market certain food items like pizzas, wafers
are distributed in this way in limited areas.

AUGMENTED REALITY:
It comes in the forms of headsets or goggles that create an interactive, 3-D shopping experience for the users.
Goggle or headsets are growing in popularity due to their multi-use property in retail marketing. The goggles
can help the shoppers to reduce the online returns of goods as they can confirm the fitness of the goods
purchased.

SMART REFRIGERATORS:
Customers can see with the help of camera inside the refrigerator. Many such archetype refrigerators can give
notification about low food item levels, necessary food items, inventory level of some other food items and
can prepare online shopping list to be purchased and delivered at a chosen time.

CHATBOTS:
Chatboat is a piece of software that can be used by the retailer to chat with customers via text or voice. They
are also known as a messenger bots. Properly designed chatbot can satisfy individual needs. It can record
orders, process orders track distribution, provide suggestion etc. It gives exciting experience to online buyers.
The chatbot is more of friend to help in shopping.

DIGITIZING THE STOREFRONT:
Brick-Mortar shops can make arrangements for digitalized store fronts. The use of technology can be in
maximized by merging online and offline. The digital experience enhances sales of such stores.
Implementation of technologies can bring convenience, ease of use, personalization, process simplification,
and the high level of comfort.

VOICE ASSISTANTS:
It is the technology based on the IoT (Internet of Things). It acts as per the voice commands given by
customers. It performs the task like purchases, aid to list down goods. It can also buy movie tickets, book a
taxi, take an order etc. This IoT-connected, voice-activated, convenient and efficient household assistant is
capable of doing commerce with a simple oral command.
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DATA INTEGRATION:
The customers are facilitated by SAP’s e-commerce solution that enables organizations to deliver convenient,
contextual and relevant shopping experience by personalizing their needs. Certain software like IBM sterling
Order Management keeps tabs on inventory and order fulfillment.

BEACON TECHNOLOGY
It is one type of application which enables different devices to connect with each other via- blue tooth Low
Energy. It has the periphery of 50 meters and it does not need high battery power. Earlier it was launched by
Nokia but now it is marketed by Bluetooth Special Interest Group. Android phones and I-phones can be
connected by I-beacon. The devices will be connected with each other so it enables to send offers, product
promotion schemes; the moment consumer enters the zone. Beacons are versatile therefore they are used from
airports to retail stores to restaurants delivering marketing offers and product information.

SHOPPABLE VIDEOS
In past decade customers used to do e-commerce business through images. In shippable videos customers can
pause and purchase the desired goods. A shoppable video will tremendously reduce the catalog browsing time
for users at the same time it gives best visual experience for shopping.

MOBILE COMMERCE:
Mobile marketing is important trend in 2017. Many online business operators have launched online stores to
go mobile responsive to be able to achieve higher ranks in search engine results.

DIRECT SOCIAL MEDIA PURCHASE:
Social media websites like facebook, Twitter, Pinterest are dominant players of this market. The customers
view, select, buy and make payment online.

BIOMETRIC:
Every e-retailer tries to offer maximum comfort and security to the buyer. Serious security issues such as
hacking, spamming, online fraud and theft of confidential data are still holding back many online users from
purchasing product online. Recent ecommerce has installed biometric verification that measures physical
characteristics of users such as fingertips, palm, face or voice to solve security issues.

CROSS CHANNEL INTEGRATION:
Cross channel simply means that one can flawlessly and interchangeably use various channels to promote sale
and interact with customers. Cross channel integration has the power of remarketing the product with ads even
after a customer has abandoned the purchase or website.

CONCLUSION
More interesting e-Commerce trends would include cloud hosting, one-click checkouts, digital wallets, social
selling, apps payments etc. So, to drive growth in the e-Commerce industry, businesses must adopt and
embrace these e-Commerce tech trends in 2018. However, amid the technology don’t forget the core principle
of any business – customer first!

In coming years, retailers will continuously integrate their e-Commerce into cross-channels as it means
tremendous growth opportunity.
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